INTRODUCTION

Insomnia is one of the most common sleep disorders. About one-third of the general population complains of insomnia symptoms at least once in their life [1]. Insomnia disorder is defined as persistent symptoms such as difficulty initiating sleep, difficulty maintaining sleep, or early morning awakening with the inability to return to sleep at least 3 nights per week for at least 3 months based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fifth edition (DSM-5) [2]. These sleep disturbances cause daily dysfunction and can lead to serious cognitive, emotional, or even physical problems. Patients with insomnia show cognitive dysfunction in various areas such as memory, executive function, and attention [3], and have a high chance of developing psychiatric disorders such as depression and anxiety [4,5]. Furthermore, a relationship between chronic insomnia and cardiometabolic problems such as hypertension [6,7] and diabetes [8,9] has been reported. These adverse impacts can result in an economic burden to both the individual and society. Therefore, it is important to understand the features of insomnia and management of the symptoms.

One interesting feature of chronic insomnia is that maladaptive thoughts and behaviors can be associated with developing or maintaining insomnia [10,11]. In transient or situational insomnia, the symptoms may improve after the stressful situation has resolved. Otherwise, short-term sleeping pills can be helpful for insomnia symptoms. However, patients with persistent insomnia often have excessive worry and misperceptions about sleep [12]. They tend to focus on their ability to control their sleep and believe that they cannot function if they do not sleep. These maladaptive beliefs about sleep can result in maladaptive behavior, ultimately leading...
to chronic insomnia. For example, insomnia patients go to bed early and lay in bed too long even though they are not tired, or they sleep during the day to compensate for the lack of night sleep. With increased worry about sleep, sleep can become more interrupted; this cycle causes insomnia to develop and persist [11,13].

A prominent model to explain maladaptive processes in patients with chronic insomnia is that they have biased attention to sleep-related stimuli. Harvey [13] proposed a cognitive model for chronic insomnia. In this model, excessive negatively biased cognitive activity (e.g., excessive worry or catastrophic thoughts resulting from the lack of sleep) leads to autonomic hyperarousal and emotional distress that triggers an anxious state to prepare for fight or flight. Thus, insomnia patients become more sensitive to internal (e.g., heart rate) and external (e.g., noise) cues that can threaten sleep. An aroused state and selective attention to sleep-related stimuli can cause the patients to overestimate cues, resulting in maladaptive safety behaviors. Through this cognitive process, excessive negatively biased cognitive activity can be reinforced.

Previous studies using cognitive tasks have supported sleep-related attentional bias in insomnia patients; the most common is the emotional Stroop task [14]. In this task, response latency can be calculated as an interference index by subtracting reaction times to a neutral stimulus from reaction times to an emotional stimulus. In the sleep-related emotional Stroop task, insomnia patients showed a higher interference index score compared with controls [15-17]. Thus, insomnia patients are more attuned to sleep-related words and require more cognitive load to react.

However, there have been controversial results in other studies. The first study using the sleep-related emotional Stroop task showed no significant interference effect from sleep-related words [18]. Sagaspe et al. [19] hypothesized that heightened anxiety levels from sleep deprivation would trigger the interference effect, but this was not observed. Furthermore, Spiegelhalder et al. [15,16] showed attentional bias in insomnia patients, but this was not replicated in later work [20]. Meanwhile, Barclay and Ellis [21] showed an interference effect based on negative words rather than sleep-related words, and Zhou et al. [22] reported a significant interference effect from sleep-related positive words and a marginally significant effect from sleep-related negative words.

These inconsistent results can be reproduced using differing approaches even though researchers used the same emotional Stroop task paradigm. We attempted to determine the reason for the inconsistent results on the emotional Stroop task by understanding the attentional bias toward the word stimuli. We wanted to exclude the elements of the Stroop task and focused on how patients perceived the words themselves. By identifying how different insomnia patients perceive the word stimulus, we can increase our understanding of sleep-related bias. We identified the bias in two different manners: first, we examined how different insomnia patients scored word with emotional valence; and second, we examined whether they associated the words with sleep. In addition, by examining both sleep-related and neutral words, we investigated insomnia patients’ cognitive bias toward two types of words.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

A total of 29 patients with insomnia disorder based on DSM-5 criteria were enrolled at the outpatient clinic of the Department of Psychiatry at Seoul National University Hospital. We excluded patients with serious neurological or psychiatric disorders by performing psychiatric interviews in the outpatient clinic. Next, 22 healthy controls were enrolled via an advertisement. Five insomnia patients and one healthy control were excluded because of missing data in both emotional valence and sleep relevance items (three insomnia patients and one healthy control) and a lack of demographic information (two insomnia patients). Thus, 24 insomnia patients (13 females and 11 males; average age=43.625±12.846 years) and 21 healthy controls (14 females and 7 males; average age=32.857±8.338 years) were included in the analysis. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Seoul National University Hospital (IRB No. H-1603-073-748). Prior to study initiation, a complete description of the study was given and written informed consent was obtained from the participants.

**Questionnaire**

We made our own questionnaire to assess bias towards word stimuli. Two types of words, including sleep-related and neutral words, were used as experimental stimuli. The sleep-related words were determined from past studies on attentional bias to sleep-related words with a sleep-related emotional Stroop task [15,16,19,21,23]. We translated the sleep-related words into Korean and reviewed the words with sleep experts. Based on this review, several words were excluded because the words had a similar meaning in Korean (e.g., bushed and exhausted) or the words were not translated to one word (e.g., stretched out and night reveler). Finally, 39 sleep-related words were included in the study. In total, 40 neutral words were randomly selected from the word set of the Korean version of the California Verbal Learning Test. We calculated the frequency of the words [24] and found no significant differences in the mean use frequency (sleep-related word=153.308±288.014, neutral word=66.000±81.859). There was also no significant difference in the mean number of syllables (sleep-related word=2.539±0.790, neutral word=2.275±0.126) between word types.

The questionnaire was designed to address the subjective emotional valence and sleep-relatedness of each word. In the items to rate subjective emotional valence, all participants were asked to rate the emotional valence of randomly presented words on a 7-point Likert scale (-3 was the most negative and +3 was the most positive). Subsequently, participants were asked to indicate whether each word stimulus was associated with sleep.

**Analysis**

First, a two-way repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) (group×type of word) was performed to compare the subjective emotional word valence according to groups and types of
words. Second, another two-way repeated measure ANOVA was performed for the ratio of ‘sleep-relatedness’ responses with the same factors (group x type of word). We calculated the ratio of ‘sleep-relatedness’ responses for each type of word to change the categorical variable to a continuous variable. Only 19 insomnia patients were included in this analysis because the other 5 patients had missing items. Third, the chi-square test was performed for categorical responses of each word stimulus to determine which words were considered sleep-related between the two groups. Data were analyzed using PASW Statistics for Windows (Version 18.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) with statistical significance set at $p<0.05$.

RESULTS

There were no significant differences in subjective emotional valence to the two types of words between the two groups (Figure 1). We calculated the mean and standard deviation of the valence in each condition as follows: sleep-related word, insomnia patients (INS) $0.195\pm0.823$ and healthy controls (CON) $0.302\pm0.309$; neutral word, INS $0.382\pm0.665$ and CON $0.299\pm0.312$.

There was a significant interaction in the ratio of sleep-relatedness responses to the two types of words between the two groups ($F_{[1,38]}=4.263, p<0.05$) (Figure 2). The INS group responded more frequently to neutral stimuli as sleep-related stimuli. We calculated the mean and standard deviation of the ratio of ‘sleep-relatedness’ responses (sleep-related word: INS $0.903\pm0.164$, CON $0.934\pm0.092$; neutral word: INS $0.178\pm0.265$, CON $0.068\pm0.061$).

In the chi-square test, 2 sleep-related words and 14 neutral words elicited significantly different responses between the two groups regarding whether the words were related to sleep (Table 1). Compared to the CON group, the INS group responded more frequently that the 14 neutral words were sleep-related (eggplant $\chi^2=5.676$, mackerel $\chi^2=4.421$, mountain climbing boots $\chi^2=5.964$, stationery case $\chi^2=4.421$, Chinese cabbage $\chi^2=5.676$, soap $\chi^2=4.286$, watermelon $\chi^2=5.979$, table $\chi^2=5.676$, key $\chi^2=4.654$, cucumber $\chi^2=4.654$, citron $\chi^2=5.676$, carnation $\chi^2=4.421$, bean sprouts $\chi^2=5.676; p<0.05$). For sleep-related words, the INS group was less likely to categorize them as sleep-related words than the CON group (rouse $\chi^2=4.210$, sleepwalker $\chi^2=4.421; p<0.05$).

DISCUSSION

In the current study, we identified sleep-related attentional bias to word stimuli. We identified the bias in two different manners: subjective emotional valence and subjective perception about whether the word is associated with sleep. There were two main findings. First, there was no difference in emotional valence based on the group and type of word. Second, insomnia patients tended to perceive neutral words as sleep-related words even though they did not rate the valence of neutral words differently than sleep-related words.

Our results show that sleep-related attentional bias existed for neutral word stimuli rather than sleep-related word stimuli. Similar patterns of interpretive bias to neutral stimuli have been reported in previous studies. Ree et al. [25] showed that poor sleepers interpret ambiguous scenarios as threatening more often than normal sleepers. Akram et al. [26] showed that insomnia patients perceived their own faces as more tired than neutral, while normal sleepers perceived their faces as more alert. Beattie et al. [27] compared eye movements toward sleep-related items in natural scenes between individuals with insomnia symptoms and normal sleepers. Individuals with insomnia symptoms fixated longer on bed regions in complex natural scenes, even though there was no significant difference in attention to specific sleep-related items.

This interpretive bias supports distorted perception from obsessive monitoring in Harvey’s cognitive model [13]. Interpretive bias toward neutral stimuli commonly occurs in the bedroom, especially during the pre-sleep period [28]. Insomnia patients selectively attend to internal and external cues that can be a subjective sign to promote or prevent falling asleep. For example, noises such
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as a neighbor arriving home can be a cue to inhibit sleep, while the feeling of a slowing heart rate can be a cue to promote sleep. This interpretive bias reinforces the negative cognitive activity, such as excessive worry, and results in repetition of the cognitive cycle in Harvey’s model.

Another possible role of interpretive bias is that it can create an association between the neutral bedroom space and a negative affect (e.g., arousal state). If insomnia patients are exposed to repeated stressful situations, such as perceiving noises as cues to prevent falling asleep or staying awake all night in a bedroom, their own bedrooms will trigger stress as a conditioned response. For this reason, insomnia patients often sleep better in a space other than their own bedroom. Stimulus control, such as using the bed only for sleeping and leaving the bedroom if patients do not fall asleep in 20 to 30 minutes, can facilitate sleep initiation [29].

There are some limitations to our study. First, our study was a preliminary report, so we could analyze only small samples. Second, a study of more types of words such as negative valence words or positive valence words would be required to better understand the effect of mood on interpretive bias. Third, we could not identify the difference in attentional bias based on the severity of psychiatric symptoms such as insomnia, depression, or anxiety in this report. State anxiety and insomnia duration can be major factors underlying attentional bias in insomnia. Indeed, state anxiety underlies the conditioned hyperarousal seen in patients with insomnia, and longer periods of insomnia increase attentional bias toward sleep-related stimuli.

In conclusion, we identified a sleep-related attentional bias toward neutral words among insomnia patients. These patients perceived neutral words as sleep-related words more often than normal controls, even though they did not have biased emotional valence to neutral words.
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Table 1. Differences in sleep-related words between participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of word</th>
<th>Words in Korean</th>
<th>Words in English</th>
<th>χ²</th>
<th>Percentage of sleep-related response (%)</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep-related</td>
<td>깨우다</td>
<td>Rouse</td>
<td>4.210</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>몽유병</td>
<td>Sleepwalker</td>
<td>4.421</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>가지</td>
<td>Eggplant</td>
<td>5.676</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>고등어</td>
<td>Mackerel</td>
<td>4.421</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>당근</td>
<td>Carrot</td>
<td>5.401</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>등산화</td>
<td>Mountain climbing boots</td>
<td>5.964</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>문갑</td>
<td>Stationery case</td>
<td>4.421</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>백주</td>
<td>Chinese cabbage</td>
<td>5.676</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>비누</td>
<td>Soap</td>
<td>4.286</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>수박</td>
<td>Watermelon</td>
<td>5.979</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>식탁</td>
<td>Table</td>
<td>5.676</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>열쇠</td>
<td>Key</td>
<td>4.654</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>오이</td>
<td>Cucumber</td>
<td>4.654</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>유자</td>
<td>Citron</td>
<td>5.676</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>카네이션</td>
<td>Carnation</td>
<td>4.421</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>콩나물</td>
<td>Bean sprouts</td>
<td>5.676</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>